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TPOS 2020 Rationale 
Tropical Pacific has singular importance for GOOS 

• Around 25% by area and volume 
• Relevant to all domains of the IOC of UNESCO 
• Part of global, sustained observing system 
 

Arguably the birth place of the modern observing system 
• Honourable mention for North Atlantic! 
• TOGA  TAO array, systematic SOOP, sea level (GLOSS) 
• Major focus during WOCE, JGOFS, etc. 
 

The heart and soul of El Nino/ENSO 
• Major impacts on land and in the ocean (fisheries) 
• Core contribution to Global Framework for Climate Services 
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TPOS 2020 Overview 
ENSO drove the original TPOS 

- El Niño of 1982-83 – and the failure to  
  recognize it until very late – was the 
  impetus for the TOGA observing 
system. 
 
- Original mooring array designed to 

detect equatorial waves, then the key 
issue for diagnosis and prediction. 

 
- TOGA observations led to an explosion 
of ideas in the 80s-90s that established 
our understanding of ENSO as an 
intrinsically coupled oscillation. 
 
- Now, those issues are well understood, 
  and we face a different set of problems. 
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The TOGA-era system is vulnerable … 
Funding, management problems … TAO data return fell below 40% in early 2014. 

TPOS 2020 tries to take the opening created by the crisis of the TPOS arrays  
as an opportunity to rethink and reframe a better, more robust TPOS. 

TPOS 2020 Overview 



What is TPOS? 

• A six year Project to review and redesign the Tropical Pacific 
Observing System. 
– Seeking to broaden, deepen engagement & investment 
– Meet new demands, adopt new technologies  

• Structure like GODAE/GOV, GHRSST, Argo, … 
– Self-supported, semi-autonomous, distributed Project Office 
– A Steering Committee: science and technology oversight 
– A Resources Forum (somewhat similar to GOV Patrons) 

• Initiated 2015, finishes 2020 
– SC has met twice 
– Core work around the Backbone 
– Task Teams for development, evolution, ideas 
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TPOS 2020 SC-2: Hobart, Oct 2015 

• Major Outcomes 
– Community survey  Strengthened engagement. 
– “Strawman” approach  initial ideas, design options.  
– Further elaborate four of the “strawmen” :  

• Joint study with Years of the Maritime Continent,  
• The Diurnal Cycle (effects on multiple time scales),  
• Equatorial Pacific upwelling and mixing physics, and  
• Double ITCZ process study.  

– Options for Tropical Pacific Observing System Backbone  
– Priorities for modelling and data assimilation, integration of satellite 

contributions into the design, biogeochemical science questions 
and strategy for the Western Pacific. 

 



Requirements of the BB 
1. Observe and quantify the state of the ocean, on time 

scales from weekly to interannual/decadal; 
2. Provide data in support of, and to validate and improve, 

forecasting systems; 
3. Support integration of satellite measurements into the 

system including calibration and validation   
4. Advance understanding of the climate system in the 

tropical Pacific, including through the provision of 
observing system infrastructure  

5. Maintenance and, as appropriate, extension of the 
tropical Pacific climate record. 



What has changed in the GOOS? 
The global network in which TPOS is imbedded has radically 
changed since its inception: 
• The CEOS constellation is delivering routine satellite winds, 

radiation, SST, sea level, SSS   
• There are new broadscale realtime ocean observing capabilities 

with salinity observing power e.g. Argo 
• new moored capabilities are available e.g. inexpensive point 

velocity, eddy-correlation flux measurements,  
• There is a re-tasked XBT network  to focus on transport resolving 

lines 
 

When the current TPOS was designed we struggled to resolve the 
large-scale equatorial planetary waves. These are now routinely 
observed and we are focusing on faster, smaller scale but important 
physics, as well as resolving decadal and long-trend term changes. 

 
 



Satellite observations 
Direct retrievals: 
▪ Sea-surface temperature 
▪ Sea-surface salinity 
▪ Winds 
▪ Sea-surface height 
▪ Precipitation  
▪ Gravity  
▪ Ocean color 

 
Derived products: 
▪ Shortwave radiation  
▪ Longwave radiation  
▪ Near-surface air humidity and temperature  
▪ Latent heat flux  
▪ Sensible heat flux 
▪ Wind stress 
▪ Surface currents 
 
Future observations: 
▪ Ocean currents 
▪ Mixed-layer depth 



Satellite cal/val needs for enhanced buoy measurements 
- Diurnal variability – hourly sampling is critical for cross-calibration of satellite data with 

different equator-crossing times. 
- Ocean current measurements, at the very least, the 4 sites marked by the red squares in 

slide 3 – 0N and 165E, 170,140,110W, with meridional enhancement at selected 
longitude(s). 

- Enhancement of vertical resolution to derive more accurate estimate of MLD. 
- New technology (antifouling) to enhance salinity measurement (more continuous record 

needed). 
- Enhance meridional sampling of SSS in the EEP (TAO maintenance cruises?) (see backup 

slide for additional justification). 
- Meridional extension of buoy array at selected longitudes to cross ITCZ and SPCZ (esp. 

165E-170W). 
- Flux eddy covariance measurements at selected site(s), esp. in the W. Pac. 
- In situ measurements of droplet distribution (e.g. Acoustic Rainfall and optical 

instruments) for cal/val of satellite precipitation 
- More downward longwave radiation measurements 
- Sustained downward shortwave radiation measurements 
- Bottom pressure measurements (e.g., PIES) for cal/val satellite gravity sensor 



New Broadscale observing capabilities 

• Spatially more complete 
temperature and salinity from 
Argo at 20 days or longer 

• New statistical and dynamical 
multiple parametric synthesis 
products 



Major new thrusts 
 
The strawman: 
 

• is designed to better support and exploit satellite data streams and to help 
optimize the accuracy of their associated products and applications, 
particularly for air-sea fluxes 
 

• exploits the strengths of new ocean observing platforms to better track 
ocean variability at weekly or longer timescales 
 

• Enhances moored observations for co-located PBL measurements with 
high vertical and temporal resolution, and satellite cal/val. 
 

• preserves the longest and most complete site records which are needed to 
intercalibrate satellite missions and provide a baseline climate record  
 

• better resolves near equatorial and near surface ocean physics  across 
the ENSO cycles and regimes 
 

• Strives to monitor the volume, heat and freshwater inflows and outflows of 
the Pacific equatorial including the LLWBCs and ITF 
 

• Strives to improve the ability to diagnose air-sea exchanges of heat and 
freshwater in all regimes, including the SPCZ, ITCZ 
 
 



Underpinning assumptions 
 
Improved broadscale winds and surface fluxes may eventually be largely 
obtained through merging  satellite measurements which are calibrated by a 
few richly sampled “supersites” that span cloud and climate regimes. 
However, the extent of the requirement for buoy winds and associated 
meteorological  measurements remains an open issue. 
 

Broadscale global in situ networks such as Argo (original design), GO-
SHIP and the existing XBT lines, VOS SSS/SST, SVP drifters and sea level* 
gauges will be sustained as currently designed. 
  

There is a growing requirement for co-located upper ocean/atmospheric 
measurements at high frequency to support science and to guide the 
development of the next generation of very high resolution models and 
coupled data assimilation forecasting systems.  
 
 
 
 



Prioritized configurations 



Reconfiguration of the Moored Array 



Prioritized configurations: 2nd level 



Prioritized configurations: 3rd level 



Tradeoffs/Risks 
Mooring servicing ships collect essential high quality broadscale data 

Meteorological data, ocean velocity, pCO2, nutrients, CTD, …..   





BB TT input studies  
• assessment of the impact of a refocussed TMA on wind 

and flux estimation from satellites and atmospheric 
reanalyses – PBL and expert community 

• the Wyrtki challenge: closing the equatorial volume, 
heat and freshwater budget. Is this feasible? What control 
volumes are most tractable? Addressed via a high 
resolution model study 

•  What is the optimal enhancement of Argo? Estimate 
the expected errors in ocean broadscale property fields 
for different choices of Argo density and moorings 
(Gasparin and Roemmich; Guinehut et al – ARMOR3D) 
 



Optimal interpolation errors  



Optimal interpolation errors  

TAO/TRITON mooring temperature (black) and Argo 
temperature (red) at 0N, 140W at 100-m depth between 2006 
and 2013. Green indicates the associated OI error bar. 

 Consistent mapping errors 

 Set of experiments 

Synthetic floats randomly distributed (1 float every 3˚x3˚) 
and associated averaged error (% of variance) from 100 
experiments using 90 days windows at 15 days timescales. 

RANDOM DISTRIBUTION REGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

ERROR (% of variance) ERROR (% of variance) 

 Same as left but for a regular distribution 

float deployment can make the array more 
regular, by filling gaps on a regular basis 



Wyrtki Revisited: Close the mass, heat, and freshwater  budgets in 
regions of long zonal extent between 8°N and 8°S 

Observations needed of all components: zonal and meridional advection on the faces of the boxes, 
storage, air-sea exchanges on time-scale of intraseasonal and longer.  
 
There are substantial requirements for velocity observations  near the equator and in BCs. Sustain all 
moorings 0, +/- 2, +/- 5, and extend across ITCZ, SPCZ 
 
Budget closure provides a critical consistence test. 



Possible Observing system pilots 

•  Can we improve bulk formulae for calculation air-sea fluxes via 
moveable eddy correlation measurements – pilot in key regimes 
(e.g low winds, convective, rainy regions) where current bulk formula 
are not well calibrated 

•  Can we sustainably resolve the volume, heat and freshwater fluxes 
through the boundary regions? Gliders/moorings/other? – need the 
heat and freshwater fluxes, not just the volume flux 

•  Can we measure in situ winds and marine meteorological data (e.g. 
RH) over larger areas and get at subpixel scale variability – sampling 
error e.g. drones, wave gliders, …. 

• Can we resolve broadscale but fast salinity variations in the upper 
ocean (particularly in the western Pacific)?  Fast profiling micro floats? 
Gliders? Likely occurring in SPURS? 
 



Summary 
•  an interim report will be sent out for several levels of 

review 
• New proposed design reflects the central role satellite 

observations play in the modern GOOS. TPOS must 
advocate for their continuity and availability in realtime. 

•  it aims to retain key climate record continuity and meets 
new requirements for measuring faster boundary layer 
processes and improve broadscale ocean monitoring 

•   the relative priority of broadscale in situ atmospheric 
measurements (the grid) versus detailed and 
comprehensive regime characterization (flux sites) 
requires scrutiny and discussion by the community 

•  specific requirements for eastern and western boundary 
flows, and bio-geochemistry require more work and input 
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